
 
 
 
 
 
 
              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategic changes at OTTO KERN 

Expansion of shirt and outdoor products via licensing partnerships and new sales 

agencies for Southern Germany and Austria from January 2017 

 

Herford, 12th December 2016: From 1st January 2017, the premium brand OTTO KERN will 

be working with two new licensees for the shirt and outdoor segments. Jupiter Bekleidung 

GmbH, like Otto Kern GmbH a subsidiary of Ahlers AG, will offer the OTTO KERN coat 

collection as a licensee. Hatico Mode GmbH in Tirschenreuth is the new partner for the 

premium brand's shirt range.  

“We want to show our retail customers a much broader and more competent range. That is 

why, after careful consideration, we have decided to take this strategic step. We will tap 

synergies in sales by appearing together with the licensees in store, as well as using the 

special expertise of the partners involved,” explains Daniel Kraus, Managing Director of Otto 

Kern GmbH. OTTO KERN has now signed up two new sales agencies for Southern 

Germany and Austria to support the joint sale of the clothing products.  

In the shirt category, of such importance to the brand, a new, more extensive NOS range will 

be introduced from the Autumn/Winter Collection 2017 and constantly expanded. “We will 

work together with the Otto Kern management to expand the market position and use our 

product expertise, in order to give Otto Kern shirts broad appeal in stores,” says Hatico CEO 

Hubert Andritzky. “In addition, we want to improve the retail margins for the customer and 

boost the consumption-orientated price levels of €59.95 and €69.95,” he continues. The main 

collections for Spring/Summer and Autumn/Winter will be created by theme for table 

presentation in future. In combination with the NOS programme, this gives the retail partners 

an attractive and appealing range throughout the season.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
              

“As a product specialist for outdoor jackets and coats, we will enhance Otto Kern's offer 

spectrum significantly and expand the market presence in this segment with the new 

licence,” says Manfred Kamps, Managing Director of Jupiter Bekleidung GmbH. The main 

price levels of the new OTTO KERN outdoor fashions will be €229 to €279. Flash ranges are 

planned to start from €179 to €199. Jupiter plans to use these to bring specific themes such 

as lightweight down or biker jackets into stores during the season.  

Both groups of goods will be coordinated consistently with the other goods groups created by 

the company itself with a uniform creative concept in styling, material use, fit and price 

structure, in order to ensure that the entire collection makes a uniform statement. This 

enables sale via shop-in-shop areas and in the main department.  

Licensed products have long been an integral part of OTTO KERN's brand and sales 

strategy. The premium brand currently works with seven partners in segments including 

leather jackets, shoes, bags, bodywear and perfumes.  
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